sponsored by the British Institution of Electronic and Radio Engineers, with the IEEE as one of four additional cosponsors.
Does it matter, Hughes asked, whether Britain has an indigenous microprocessor design and manufacturing capability? His answer was both no and yes. The real importance of microprocessors and microelectronics "lies in their future application, not in the manufacture of the hardware components that go into them."' Hughes believes that it is possible for Britain to tap the opportunities of this technology by relying on the US or Japan for chips.
On the affirmative side, however, he saw British manufacture as an "outstanding prospect in its own right." While some claim that it is too late for Britain to enter this field, Hughes argued that microelectronics is not "just a passing phase, but rather the very early stages of a long and immensely important technological development." US and Japan lead. Hughes attributes the US dominance in microelectronics to the relative ease of starting a high-technology venture in the US as compared to Britain and Europe. Hughes knows whereof he speaks; he was one of the founders nine years ago of Logica Ltd., now grown to 600 employees. He cited Digital Equipment Corp., Data General, Amdahl, and Intel as companies that started essentially from nothing and generated cash flows strong enough to fund rapid growth and create new markets. In Europe, he complained, "we seem to say that it can't be done, the scale is too large, This lack of awareness, expressed in interviews at the conference, was also powerfully stated by a British business magazine:
"So far British government policy has been obsessed with indigenous production of the basic commodity, microcircuit chips, and neglectful of the more important task of promoting their application in every nook and cranny of British industry."3
The editorial writer decried "the will o' the wisp that will stake 50 million pounds of taxpayers' money on Inmos" and hailed the interim 15 million pounds allocated to applications support.
One-reason for this lack of awareness may be the Briton's belief that his is a small country, unable to support much mass production. He likes the microprocessor precisely because it is a general-purpose device, able to be applied with some programming to many uses, each of which may exist only in small volume.
Still, Hughes agreed to this reporter's comment that VLSI could put hardware back in the picturethat is, system problems might again be solved by designing various functions on a chip, instead of on a board or in a cabinet. The potential importance of VLSI design in the near future is a further justification, in Hughes's mind, of the British decision to pursue microelectronic design and production more vigorously. It is the establishment of this capability that will enable British industry to enter the VLSI era.
Nationalized industries pursue microprocessor applications
While Britain may have a small market compared to that of the United States, its nationalized industries-such as railways, post office and telephones, and coal mines-are very large. They can certainly afford the development cost of microprocessors, and they appear to be busy developing applications.
Automatic train operation. The microprocessor promises to make automatic train operation cost effective even though safety considerations dictate the use of sets. of three microprocessors in majority logic configurations. The British Railways Board has a prototype system employing Motorola MC6800 microprocessors in field test. 4 The onboard supervisory microprocessors receive two types of information: (1) data related to operating signals, safe operating speed, and track gradient from track-section conductor loops and (2) velocity, distance traveled, and acceleration from three optical encoder units mounted on separate axles (this data is preprocessed by a fail-safe multiple microprocessor system separate from the supervisory system). From these two types of data, the supervisory microprocessors compute the safe, permitted speed and display it to the locomotive engineer. The system can also apply the brakes directly if the train exceeds this speed.
In addition to the redundant sensors and triple-microprocessor sets, the track-loop messages contain a 16-bit Bose-Chaudhauri-Hocquenghem error code capable of detecting up to four random errors or 16 burst errors. It is the microprocessors that have permitted these comprehensive error procedures to be employed, and the result is an exceptionally secure data link.
The autodriver section of the system has to carry out even more complex calculations, requiring the use of a minicomputer. The function of the autodriver, drawing upon all the data available from the sensors and the microprocessor units, is to produce a speed-distance curve in order to most closely adhere to schedules while minimizing fuel consumption.
High-speed train. By US standards, current British trains already travel at very high speeds. Nevertheless, the British Railways Board is developing an advanced passenger train that will be able to travel safely at still higher speeds on existing track.5 Many of the changes necessary to achieve this high speed are in the mechanical design of the running gear, but one aspect involves the use of speed-advisory information given to the locomotive engineer by two 4-bit microprocessors in a test unit.
The advisory system is simple in concept. Transponders along the roadbed transmit the speed appropriate to the next section of track to the onboard microprocessor system. One microprocessor receives the data and drives the cabin display. The data redundancy in this communication link is high: 71 of 80 bits per frame are used for synchronizing and code checking; only nine bits actually carry the speed data. The second microprocessor checks the operation of the first one. If in spite of these efforts at redundancy the system fails to display the speed figure for the next section of track, there is one more fail-safe recourse-the engineer is instructed to slow down manually to the normal operating speed for the section.
Several lessons were learned on this project. Although the logic seemed simple enough to implement on a 4-bit microprocessor, the authors would now select a more powerful processor. The extra power would have eased the programming task and would have made possible more extensive self-diagnostic routines.
Microprocessor pair controls coin phones. In Britain, pay telephones collect coins without the intervention of an operator. When the caller completes dialing and the called party picks up the phone, a distinctive sound signals that a coin should be deposited. At the same time, an obstruction in the coin slot relaxes, permitting the caller to insert the coin. The call then proceeds for the number of seconds or minutes purchased. At the conclusion of this period the distinctive sound repeats, the obstruction relaxes again, and the insertion of a second coin permits the conversation to continue for another period, and so on.
In the traditional system, a large number of relays has been required to manage all this logic. The The Open University is an unusual institution that has the responsibility of bringing college-level courses to adult students scattered throughout Britain. It is itself, together with its remote students, a potential customer for teaching systems developed by its Faculty of Technology.
Remote teaching. To bring instruction more effectively to distant students, the Faculty of Technology of the Open University has developed three microprocessor-based teaching systems-a student playback system, an instruction-programming system, and an electronic blackboard. The three systems have been designed so that they utilize many of the same system elements, thus holding costs down.
Student playback. The student playback system uses a two-track Philips tape cassette as the carrier of instructional material.8 One track holds the audio material; it presented no technical problem. The other track contains digital data, which is the source of both characters and drawings for display on a domestic television set. The digital data has to be processed by a Motorola MC6800 to form a 256-by-256 black-and-white grid. Using tape cassettes costing about $1.00 instead of video tape costing about $25 brings the cost of the instructional operation way down but sacrifices picture resolution. Tape cassettes can store far fewer bits, of course, but by use of data compression the designers have achieved a display they believe is adequate for teaching purposes. The ten prototypes cost only $400 each, and even this low cost can be further reduced to about $160 by use of LSI devices.
Instruction programming, The second system is used by instructors to convert the visual parts of their lesson material to digital data which is recorded on the cassette track.9
This system, diagrammed in Figure   1 , is linked to a large time-shared computer where the input visual data is compressed. The system employs a microprocessor and a large buffer to December 1978
Conference arrangement different Although this British conference was much the same in its essentials as Computer Society conferences, several differences are worth remarking. Perhaps most important is the fact that it was held at an isolated site, the University of Kent, which is a mile north of the town of Canterbury and 60 miles southeast of London. All delegates (as they were called) stayed in the rooms of Rutherford College (one of the units of the university) and took their meals and breaks in the college dining hall. The delegates were thrown together from breakfast at 8:15 am until the bar closed at 10:30 pm.
Midway through the four days, the three-hour conference dinner, attended by virtually all the delegates, was held, still in the Rutherford dining hall, but dressed up for the occasion with the accoutrements of a formal dinner. The multi-course meal, complete with white and red wine and brandy, though prepared in an "institutional" kitchen, was of high quality.
Following the baked Alaska dessert, the conference chairman, M. S. Birkin of the British Railways Board, offered the traditional toast to Her Majesty, the Queen. Professor Brian Spratt, director of computer studies at the University of Kent, proposed a toast for the sponsoring institutions, authors, guests, and His Worship, the Mayor of the City of Canterbury. The Mayor, seated at the head table with his ancient chain of office over his shoulders, responded for the community and proposed a toast to the University.
The next evening the Mayor and his lady the Mayoress (who also wore a chain of office) received the 40 overseas delegates (from 19 countries) at the Mayor's parlor in Tower House, his official residence. Although hundreds of years old, the house has been restored in the style of the Victorian period. The office of Mayor is primarily ceremonial, and he and his lady attend about 400 events during their year in office. His working job is as county councillor and housebuilder.
The college's location, a sherry reception Tuesday, the elaborate dinner Wednesday, the Mayor's reception Thursday, together with lengthy coffee and tea breaks during the conference days-not to mention the bar in the evenings-all conspired to induce intense interaction among the delegates. Each delegate learned, not only from the formal conference sessions, but also from his fellows. achieve real-time input/output capability.
A range of peripherals enables the production system to accommodate four classes of visual material: 1) Keyboard console with a highlevel command language to specify and locate alphanumeric characters (recorded as character codes).
2) Keyboard console with modified Basic language to specify mathematically definable images.
3) Television monitor and light pen (or a digitizing tablet) to input handdrawn graphics. 4) Television camera to input complex images, such as circuit diagrams or textbook illustrations. These complex images can be data-compressed to whatever extent is necessary by appropriate programs running on the mainframe computer.
Electronic blackboard. The third system is called the electronic blackboard because the instructor, using a light pen and a domestic television set as the digitizing tablet, can extemporaneously illustrate his spoken presentation.10 The light-pen data is processed by a Motorola MC6800 microprocessor to remove redundancy. The present program compresses the raw data to the point where data rates as low as 300 baud are achieved.
In addition to compressing the data by encoding only the endpoints of straight lines, the system employs a rather large (200-byte) buffer to reduce the data rate still further. Since the light pen is off the screen a large part of the time, transmission catches up with the pen input during these pauses. However, considerable investigation of the hostile undersea environment is needed before a largely independent submersible becomes practical.
For this purpose, the Underwater Technology Group at Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, has located an MC6800 microprocessor on board a small cable-powered submersible known as Angus 002. The control of this unit still rests largely with the surface operator, but the microcomputer acquires, multiplexes, and transmits sensor data and performs a few local control assignments. For example, it triggers the on-board responder, which interrogates two seabed transponders and measures the "through water" times of the two signals, providing the basis for Marine Unit Technology, of Surrey, England, has also developed a microcomputer-assisted submersible (see photograph below).
Britain clearly has a commitment to research and development of microprocessor applications. And, as the proposed level of funding indicates, it has made an equally firm commitment to developing a domestic microprocessor manufacturing capability. The debate, however, as to which area promises the greatest returns remains unresolved. D
